
HOW WE DO Q&A CALLS
AND COPY FEEDBACK

So you get the most out of this!

Our goal is to make each call useful for everyone, time-efficient and
action-oriented (in other words, to get YOU into action).

Here’s How the Q&A Calls Work:

Calls have a general focus based on where we’re at in the journey. Keep up
with the trainings so that you come to the call knowing the basics on that
topic. We’ll be clear about what you need to do beforehand.

If you have a question that does not pertain to that week’s topic, it’s all good.
These calls are driven by your questions, and curated by Julie so that everyone
gets the most out of it.

This process also really helps YOU get clear on your needs, and sometimes,
Julie can answer questions before the call so we can get even more in.

1. A couple days before the call, we’ll post a Q&A thread in the FB group.

2. Submit your most pressing question on that thread (if you have more
than one, put them in priority order) by 2PM PST the day before our call.

3. If you see your question asked, still ask… it tells us what’s up for folks.

4. Julie designs the flow of the call based on your questions.

5. On the call, we do a grounding, celebrations and dive into Q&A.
Questions are prioritized for folks who are on the call live.



6. Please try to speak the essence of your question with only the
necessary backstory in order to create space for all to share.

7. If you don’t ask a question in the thread, you may still be able to get it
answered on the call, but please try to post in advance.

8. We don’t guarantee that every question is answered on every call, but
you WILL get a ton out of it and have other opportunities to get your
questions answered.

Here’s How Copy Feedback Works:

We post a weekly copy thread in the Facebook group where you can get
coaching from Julie on your marketing and sales assets.

Feedback is given on specific assignments we give in the program, not on
your new home page copy ;)

You’ll need to get your document posted in the thread by 9AM PT on
Tuesdays, as Julie does all copy reviews on Tuesday.

Feedback is different from editing… often Julie will make you a video and give
you specific feedback, but we will not edit your copy. This is on purpose, you’ll
learn more from coaching than editing.

A few important notes:

1. You will not be posting in this thread each week, you only have a couple
writing assignments, and you’ll all be at a slightly different pace.

2. Please don’t submit messy or disorganized docs. Drafts are ok for sure,
and it’s fine if it’s not totally finished, but you have to make a good first
effort at following the template in order to receive feedback. We won’t
give feedback on documents that don’t follow the basic structure of
what we’re teaching.



3. We use Google docs, and you must open them up for sharing. Here’s
how: In the top right corner of your Google doc, click Share. Click "Get
shareable link" in the top right of the "Share with others" box. To choose
whether a person can view, comment, or edit the file, click the Down
arrow next to "Anyone with the link."


